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FBI unique Agent Clare Marshall used to be separated from her sister Beth in early life whilst
their mom attempted to kill them. Now Clare learns that Beth lives within the small city of Farley,
South Carolina but if she is going there to reunite with Beth, Clare discovers her sister is lacking
and that somebody within the city is liable for her disappearance. Clare gets a proposal to assist
with the hunt from fellow FBI certain Agent Jake Sutton. The supply is just too strong to refuse
even though that's precisely what Clare desires to do. Jake is Clare’s former lover, a guy she
can't omit and who has an schedule of his own.Now whereas Clare tracks her sister, somebody
is monitoring Clare, and discovering her sister may cost a little Clare her life.
whilst FBI precise Agent Gone Clare Marshall was once five years previous her mom shot her
7yr outdated brother within the head after which pointed the gun and shot Clare earlier than
police broke in and stopped her from taking pictures her baby sister. whilst Clare aroused from
sleep within the health center is was once to determine her brother was once useless and that
her child sister was once already followed out. Now 25 years later her mom is eventually being
placed to death. This reasons Clare to have a panic assault remembering what occurred 25
years in the past and as she is making an attempt to get in the course of the panic assault
within the alley she stumbles upon a robbery/hostage situation. She takes out the drugged out
robber earlier than he can kill the hostage. the girl she manages to avoid wasting occurs to
paintings in social providers and desires to pay off Clare for saving her existence and offers
Clare the identify and city that her sister has been dwelling in. Clare who doesn’t belief simply
and has had Gone such a lot of useless results in her look for her sister can not often think it.
yet after working her DMV photograph she realizes it is. Clare then takes 2 weeks of holiday to
move the little city of Farley, SC looking for Gone her sister. yet what she reveals while she will
get there's her sister is lacking on nobody turns out to care and such a lot are downright
antagonistic to her. After discovering Beth's adoptive mom in a nursing domestic and chatting
with her on her approach out she runs into fellow FBI particular Agent Jake Sutton who she
used to paintings with in big apple and in addition was once in a courting with. Jake walked
away three years in the past from Clare and not contacted her again. through the tale we
discover out what went Gone mistaken in Jack and Clare's dating and why he ended up giving
up a status task in Washington to take a role in a small FBI workplace in GA. we're additionally
lead at the trip to discover Clare's sister. such a lot of suspects yet they can’t locate any actual
proof. It isn’t till they bump into a disappearance of one other girl four years ahead of that
issues commence coming jointly yet as they catch up with Clare's existence is threatened
greater than as soon as till she come head to head with a killer.
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